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Type H46 contains young couples who have exercised the right to buy their council houses, encouraged by high 
house prices and booming economies. They are found mostly around the M25. 

Education

Health

Crime

Finances 

Environmental Issues 

 

 

 People in 

Educational attainment of the adults living in these areas is below average, but by no means as 

poor as some. Over one third will have achieved at least 5 good `O’ level/GCSE passes, and some will have taken 
this further. However, many others will have few academic qualifications, and upon leaving school will instead have 
learned a trade. Vocational training opportunities are therefore important to these people. Their children display 
very similar tendencies, performing moderately throughout their schooling. Typically, like many of their parents, 
they will leave school with insufficient formal qualifications, and again will tend to rely on further education to 
provide some vocational skills.

Type H46 tend to eat a moderate diet, without excesses of particularly healthy or unhealthy foods. A 

proportion slightly above the national norm will smoke, but drinking is much less of an issue. Leisure pursuits are 
mixed, although many are not particularly active. Overall these people may be considered typical in terms of their 
health, with hospital admissions being only slightly higher than average.

Type H46 do not consider their neighbourhoods to be particularly good or particularly bad. Fear 

of crime is typical of the national picture, although crime and anti-social behaviour are slightly higher than the 
average. There is no particular dominant crime type that affects these people; from personal assault to motor 
crime, and from theft to damaging property, incidents can happen anywhere. It is perhaps not surprising therefore 
that the rating of the police is equally neutral.

These people generally earn reasonable incomes, although a slightly higher proportion than 

nationally are on Income Support. For other kinds of state benefit, take-up rates are close to the norm. Income is 
more likely to be spent on the mortgage and household bills than on savings and investments.

These people have a generally neutral attitude towards the environment, 

probably too busy with their daily routines to give it much thought. Money is tight, so is unlikely to be spent on 
environmentally friendly products and on charities of any sort. Vehicle ownership for private use is relatively low, 
although many will have access to a vehicle for business. 

Key Features Communication

Receptive

TV
Radio
Posters

Unreceptive

Newspapers
Magazines

Description - Public Sector Focus
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Summary 

Demography 

Environment 

Type H46 contains young couples who have exercised the right to buy their 

council houses, encouraged by high house prices and booming economies. They are found 
mostly around the M25.

Type H46 consists mostly of confident couples who have exercised their 

right to buy pleasant, low rise council houses situated in outer London suburbs and around the 
M25 motorway. The high price of houses in these areas and their buoyant economies have 
provided ideal conditions for all but the most elderly and un-enterprising of local residents. 
Labour shortages require local factories and offices to pay high rates of labour, even to people 
who lack the qualifications they would ideally like. 

Neighbouring middle class dormitories provide an insatiable demand for tradesmen who can 
repair their central heating systems, service their cars and install new double glazed 
conservatories. Jobs are easy to come by, not in the large hierarchically managed enterprises 
of the industrial revolution, but in a new breed of service enterprises relying on quick and 
efficient service, flexibility and consumer focus. 

Likewise in the housing market, with the greenbelt forcing commuters even further away from 
central London, house prices along the M25 corridor are now beyond reach of any but the 
most affluent first time buyer. The opportunity to buy at preferential rates into the small 
remaining stock of public sector housing is one which no financially astute person would pass 
by. As a result, in Type H46 neighbourhoods, well over one half of the original housing stock 
has now passed from the public into the private sector and a significant amount of that which 
has not been sold is housing now occupied by pensioners and the occasional single parent. 
Thus, in contrast to council estates in provincial areas, the better off population stays put 
rather than moves out, with the result that the age profile is now spread very evenly across all 
cohorts of the population. 

Contrary to what some might suppose, in Type H46 neighbourhoods, people get married 
rather than merely live together and most relationships tend to last. In comparison with other 
areas of current or ex-council housing, there are relatively few single parents and even fewer 
are out of work or disabled. 

These are estates which teem more with cars (and white vans) than they do with children. 
Few residents have devoted efforts to gaining qualifications, certainly not degrees. In these 
economies that is not what local employers need. 

Neighbourhoods of Type H46 are particularly common in, what were 

originally, planned communities, some of which were developed by the old London County 
Council before the war, in areas such as Dagenham and Lewisham, and in the new towns that 
were developed immediately after the war, such as Stevenage, Harlow, Hatfield and Crawley. 
The older London County Council estates were laid out to what, for the time, were very 
advanced standards with a pleasant variety of different house designs, with box hedges 
providing privacy to front gardens and occasional units appropriate for childless older couples 
and young singles. The new towns were also, in their time, beacons of good design, providing 
variety and generous areas of open space. These environments, perhaps more than any, 
offered rentable housing which looked least different to that provided by developers to middle 
and lower income families. The only current drawback of these areas is the lack of space for 
cars. Few of the houses have private garages and many councils have had to transfer space 
previously dedicated to recreational uses to accommodate the large numbers of households 
with two or more cars (or vans).

Description - Sociology and Environment
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Economy 

Consumer Values

Consumption Patterns

Change 

The economy of these neighbourhoods, unlike that of other areas of publicly built 

housing, is no longer based on local manufacturing industry but on modern service industries 
and transport in particular. Type H46 neighbourhoods provide labour for Heathrow, Gatwick 
and Stansted as well as for driving delivery vans. Census returns show a particular high 
proportion of the workforce employed in transport and distribution.

 Type H46 places a high priority on consumption but within the 

framework of responsibilities towards families and employers. In areas of labour shortage, 
much of this population is remunerated on the basis of performance and is able to earn extra 
by working shifts and overtime when it wants to. Traffic congestion therefore costs money as 
well as time. By contrast few people in these neighbourhoods have deep roots in the 
communities in which they live. This and the middle class nature of adjacent dormitory areas 
contribute to a highly individual and competitive orientation. 

 Type H46 is a good market for mid range consumer products, 

for home appliances, for do it yourself and gardening products, for personal computers and 
personal entertainment products. Children in these neighbourhoods obtain expensive 
Christmas gifts. Foreign package holidays absorb a significant share of disposable income but 
people are more likely to drink at home or to take the family on an outing to a country 
restaurant than they are to visit the pub.

As the older generation of tenants die, these areas will become almost exclusively 

owner occupied. The prices of houses in these neighbourhoods has risen rapidly in recent 
years in comparison with nearby areas of privately built housing and this gap is likely to 
continue to narrow, thereby making it difficult for younger families to afford the relatively 
small number of vacant homes that are likely to appear on estate agents' books.

Description - Sociology and Environment
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These people live in former council estates which are usually distributed around the periphery 
of London. Open countryside may not be far away. The usually buoyant housing market in the 
South and South East means that these houses can now have a high market value, and a fair 
proportion of local residents have elected to buy. In these areas, there are some social and 
environmental problems such as burglary, rubbish and disruptive teenagers  but the problems 
are not acute. Some ethnic groups are present.

Most households consist of couples with children. Family size can be very large, with many 
children present. Compared with the lot of working class folk in other parts of the country, 
these people have quite good opportunities for local employment, in what is usually a vibrant 
if not over-heated economy. Some can earn decent money, even with elementary occupations 
requiring few qualifications, if any. Others may earn good money working in a supervisory 
capacity or as self-employed, skilled or semi-skilled tradesmen. Employment in transport, 
storage and communication is very common. Although the bulk of these people have mainly 
manual skills, there is some mixture in terms of social grade. Most people make use of a 
credit or debit card and the store loyalty card is notably popular. Overdraft facilities are 
available to many, but levels of debt are modest and will generally be under control. Reflecting 
inherited behaviour, there is little interest in saving or in careful use of money beyond fairly 
immediate consumption and acquisition. They do not plan for the long-term.

These people can spend large amounts on routine shopping, reflecting their relative prosperity 
and also the presence of children. Convenience foods are popular, but they have some concern 
for healthy eating and general well being. This routine shopping takes place in a mix of store 
types and while there is a general preference for the cheaper stores, these people are not that 
price sensitive and will search our their preferred manufacturers' brands.

There is some notable tendency for these people to be better informed about, and to be more 
engaged in, the offerings of contemporary consumer society. They are exposed to marketing 
messages and they learn from these messages, as well as by reference to their peer group. 
They are relatively sophisticated in this area, but there is also some element of status 
attached to ownership of the latest consumer durables. They are fairly likely to own a mobile 
phone and an MP3 player. Similarly, they are very likely to have an Internet connection, which 
may be broadband, and to make use of the Internet for information and shopping. Most 
households have access to a second hand car. The MPV is an aspiration, if not a reality, for 
many.

They have predictable inclinations for the use of their available leisure time and this includes 
TV, betting, bingo and the pub. But these interests are not as absorbing as they are amongst 
other types with similar basic characteristics. They are not TV addicts and the basic interests 
are augmented with other less passive uses of time such as DIY as well as more esoteric 
interests. They take holidays fairly regularly and these may be simple holidays in the UK or 
possibly package deals to European destinations typically beach holidays. They normally read 
the tabloids, but a fair proportion will take a mid-market broadsheet such as the Daily Mail. 
Community ties are weak in these areas and religion has little influence.

These people are energetic and optimistic. They are opportunistic realists. They have coped 
well with, and they have often succeeded through, the structural economic shifts of recent 
years. They are adaptable and respond fairly quickly to change although they are far from 
being opinion leaders. There is no great complexity or aesthetic sense behind their value 
systems and behaviours, but they have great confidence in both. Their sense of self-worth 
comes from being able to demonstrate pragmatic results.

The dominant culture in these areas is that of the fairly prosperous and informed working 
class. However, it is possible that the general pressure of ever-rising house prices will further 
change the socio-cultural complexion of these areas.

Description - Culture and Consumer Psychology
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